
An Optimal Strategy for
the RoboNet-1 Microlens Planet Search

Abstract:   Intensive monitoring of the lightcurves of Galactic Bulge microlens events is probably the fastest way to
discover `cool planets' in 1-10 AU orbits around late-type stars, with sensitivity to small planets approaching the
mass of the Earth. In 2004 over 600 such events were identified by the OGLE-III and MOA experiments, and the
lightcurves of several dozen  were followed up by the PLANET, microFUN and MOA teams. In 2005, the UK
RoboNet-1 experiment will augment PLANET's microlens follow-up network by linking three 2m robotic telescopes:
the Liverpool Telescope in La Palma, Canary Islands and the two Faulkes Telescopes in Maui, Hawaii and Siding
Springs, Australia.
          With limited observing time and so many events underway, observers face a non-trivial dilemma in deciding
which events to observe and for how long on each night. RoboNet's robotic telescopes require fully automatic
algorithms.  A metric and optimisation scheme for allocating observing time among ongoing events is designed to
maximise the probability of detecting new planets.  Cool planet detection capabilities of telescopes employing this
strategy are investigated using Monte-Carlo simulations.
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Faulkes Telescopes:    FT-N, Maui.  FT-S, Siding Springs.

 RoboNet-1 links three UK 2m Robotic Telescopes

Liverpool Telescope:
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Each data point
probes for planets
near the lens star, in
two detection zones,
near the major and
minor images, one
inside and one outside
the Einstein Ring of
the lens star.

Monitoring of Microlens Lightcurves        ------>       Planet Detection Zones
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Aeff = effective area ( 2cm )
t = exposure time (s)
m∗ = star (mag)
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Signal / Noise of  Observations
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Δλ = bandwidth (A)
t0 = overhead time (s)
µ = sky (mag/ 2arcsec )
Δ = seeing (arcsec)
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2m Telescope    8.5 hr / night
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 Allocate exposure time to maximize

Area of Planet Detection Zones

 In simulations, RoboNet
finds ~ 60 Jupiters
and   ~ 10 Earths
if all lens stars have 1.
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Minor Image

Area of detection zones
scales as   (2A+1) q (S/N)
A =  source magnification
q = planet mass/star mass
S/N = signal/noise of data

 Optimal Strategy aims to  Maximise Planet Detection Probability


